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ABSTRACT-- Due to the pollution and the various parameters can affect the atmospheric condition. The 

aerosols are present in the air over the surrounding environment. The particles can scatter in the light illumination. 

When the image taken in the atmospheric condition it is affected by the scattering particle and the haze or snow. 

To remove the haze or illumination in the background image is the difficult task by the hand craft. In this paper 

they propose the removal of the snow and the illumination by using the convolution algorithm. The experiment has 

been conducted for the different color spaces. The great intention in the color channel to control the luminance in 

YCrCb. The neural network can be used for the dehazing method. The CNN can not only achieve the end to end 

frame it also satisfies the image to image structure. This method can be more comfortable when compare to other 

method. The multiscale convolution network that can finds the haze automatically and helps in the identification of 

the texture. The accuracy of the reconstructed image is about 89%. The luminance of the image can be maintained 

and the contrast is adjusted to the quality image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There are four types of weather season which occurs yearly. The weather conditions have posses the haze, 

snow, mist, rain etc. These parameters can travel through the air in the form of aerosols. The light particle can be 

scattered at the time of flash. The scattered particles can affect the image quality and clarity. The luminance is 

varied to the great extent. The trade off is maintained between the clarity and substrate. When the image is captured 

it is stored in the memory. The pre processing is done after the image is stored. The image pipeline in the camera 

can plays a vital role in the dehazing. Due to the color acquisition of the images the color render transfer can affects 

the pipeline in the larger extent. So the separate dehazing system is used to obtain the effective images. The CNN 

algorithm can be used to removal of the haze. The haze can be localized in the images after the separation of the 

pixels. The intermediate point is maintained to the substrate and the contrast to make the luminance not much 

differ to wider range. The color spaces are leads to the change in dehaze of the image. The problem overcomes by 

the use of this algorithm. This method can remove the noise from the atmosphere. It takes minimum amount of 

time to capture the image. The time period is in the range of 0.45 to 1 second to capture the single pixel of image. 

Several algorithms can be used to get the accurate image with better quality. This method can be used in which the 
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digital input is provided to obtain the depth image information about the image. The aerosols are not monitored by 

the camera due to less sensitivity.  

The particles in the air can affect the image quality in various way such as the Rayleigh scattering, Mie 

scattering, Tyndall effect. The image can be separated into several parts and the quality can be adjusted to each 

sets. The size of the each set can be adjusted based upon the calculation. The color of the image can be adjusted 

based upon the requirement. The position of the image can be adjusted based upon the intensity level. Several set 

of options are provided for the pixel adjustment. The rainfall or the snow from the background can be removed 

using the technology without affecting the quality of the image. It is more convenient to remove the noise with 

fewer steps, so the period of consumption is minute. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Yunping Zheng et., al., proposed People are liked to take photos and videos in this generation. They are 

treated the photos as the memories. People need to take photos in the scenic beauty. So when the take images in 

the nature the environment can affects the quality of the images. The parameters which affects the images such as 

the fog, snow, humidity. These can affect the background of the image. So to make the image more quality by the 

removal of such parameters. In this paper they proposes the dehazing  based on NAM which is Non- symmetry 

and Anti packing. The image is undergoes the decomposition and classification for the removal of atmosphere 

parameters. Pixels is localized which is affected by the snow, fog or rainfall. The NAM can decompose the fog 

and the snow. At the end of the dehazing the framework is made at the edges of the image which can increases the 

pixel clarity and perfections. The experiments are done using the algorithm with 100 different images which 

resulted to provide the better outcome. [1]Xianglong Tang et., al., proposed the image which is taken in the open 

atmosphere can be get affected by the aerosols in the air. The aerosols are the particle which is present in the air 

the time of the capturing the light particle can affects the contrast and the saturation of the image. During the video 

recording the snow and the fog can affects the image in the wide range. The removing of the snow and the fog in 

the video is quite complicate. The video can be sliced into various sets each sets have undergoes the removal of 

fog. So the time to clear the fog is more and it undergoes a maximum number of steps. The snow or the fog can 

affect the image or the video in the minimum sets. So it need to check which sets are affected by the fog and 

depends upon that the smoothing has been made. The removal of the fog can affect the pixel of the image so the 

great knowledge should be needed to handle the image or video. This paper proposes the algorithm for the snow 

or fog removal without affecting the contrast and luminance of the image. The degradation and storing algorithm 

which can be applied for the single image or video at a time. The researches had made on with various image and 

video which can provide a better video clarity without affecting the pixels. The particles get scattered at the time 

of light emissions, it can travel randomly according to the Tyndal effects. The accuracy of the method is high and 

effective. [2]Feng Liu et., al., proposed the weather is the main criteria which can create the fog, snow and rainfall. 

This fog can snow can circulate in air in the form aerosols. These aerosols can affect the image. In this paper they 

propose the dark channel prior which can remove the haze. The dark channel is barrier for haze to take the images 

in the outdoor which is free of haze. Transmission map is evaluated to provide a better result. The maps can give 

the way for the localization of the fog affected area. After the localization of the fog area, with the dark channel.   
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The channel is get differentiate into lower channel and the higher channel. The channel is preferred based upon 

the intensity of the images. By using the intensity the map is re estimate that is derived from the method of deep 

water dehazing. This method shows better performance when compared to other methods and the efficiency is high 

it takes less time to perform the dehazing process. [3]Zhao Xuejing et., al., proposed the weather conditions such 

as the fog and the snow are the two major parameters which is act as the barrier for the image. These can affect the 

quality of the image. And it will affect the performance of the image pixels. So the removing of the fog or snow at 

the time of the video recording or the image capturing is the difficult task. Based upon the physical characteristics 

they propose the classic video frame difference algorithm to detect the snow or fog. The snow affected area is get 

localized and the area is get distinguished by raindrops and the snow affected region. This method can helps to 

find out the presence of snow or fog in the initial stage. At the final stage it can undergoes three algorithm two 

frame differences, three frame differences, five frame differences. The frames are considered for the removal of 

the raindrops. The image is get compared with original and the running period is also determined. The complexity 

can be reduced by using this method. [4]Chen Feng et., al., proposed several light as the longer wavelength Near 

infrared light is comes under this category. The NIR can travel to the longer distance due to the large wavelength. 

These light are can scattered but the scattering length is less by the particle present in the air. So it is not much 

affect the images which are captured in the open environment. In this paper they propose improved method of 

NIR. This NIR uses the pair of color for the dehazing in the images. The NIR can calculate the color of the airlight 

at the time of image capturing can transfer the information. Based upon the color information the image can be 

dehazed to result a exact frame work. The NIR can undergo two different sections. The first section is found out 

the dissimilarity between the air light and NIR. The second section is the removal of the dehazing. Two sections 

can be performed followed by one another. This color estimate haze removal method is better compared with the 

older algorithm. [5]Zhijing Yu et., al., proposed the processing of the image is more affected by the haze and the 

snow. So the removal of the haze and the snow in this paper they propose the fuzzy method. The haze and the 

snow can be distributed to all the sets of the image. The particle gets scattered throughout the image. So the single 

point cannot predict the total haze and the snow region. So that according to the fuzzy the multiple points can be 

used to determine the haze and the snow presence. The distance factor can be used for the growth termination. The 

color change in the image it affects the pixels so the H source method is applied which can reduce the movement 

of the particle or the fog in the image. The H source can be obtained by the HSI color part. The image vision will 

not be varied by applying this method. It can maintain the luminance with the help of the contrast and the pixels. 

This experiment is more effective and accurate. The outcome are more useful to predict the haze and the snow at 

various velocity. So this method can be applied in the large size image. [6]Yeejin Lee et., al., proposed the image 

which is captured by the camera it is restored in the memory. The captured image is dehazed by the camera pipeline. 

The pipeline can dehazed is depend upon the image structure optic curve. The images have the high color distortion 

can be reduced by the proposed algorithm. Before we applying the algorithm to clear the color affected images we 

need to investigate the color rendering transformations. Several mathematical calculations are used to find the 

color rendering. In this paper they modified the mathematical calculation for the determination of the changes in 

the haze image by the color render. The dehazing method can gives the better performance when it is applied 

before the color render conversion. The image can be free from the haze is done by the framework. The edges of 

the image can be taken in to care for the better projection. The pipeline can be affected by the color render 
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transformation system. To avoid these kind of characteristics this method can be proposed. IT can give the better 

performance result of about 92% when compared to various methods.[7]Bing Zeng  et., al., proposed the rain or 

haze in the image can spoils the contrast of the image. So this paper proposes to remove the haze or rain in the 

color image. In the image processing technique they normally undergo two part image decomposition and 

dictionary learning. The decomposition part the input image is identified and the haze or snow is removed by the 

decompose of the image into pair which are the high end pair and the low end pair. The high end pair which is free 

from the haze or snow. The low end pair it has the maximum details of the. After the two set of the layers in the 

final layers the image be extracted using high end pair it follows three layers. In the initial layer the complete data 

of the image is trained and it undergoes three classifications which is the present of the snow or haze in the image 

and the second is the free of haze from the image. In the second layer it can use the filter and it detect the another 

set of rain or snow in the image. The third layer it increase the sensitivity of the color image after the removal of 

the rain or haze. This algorithm is more useful to predict the rain or haze and the adjustment of contrast and visual 

clarity us adjusted based upon the image filtrations. Experimental results are carried out using various color images. 

[8]Archa Gopan et., al., proposed number of researches are done by the ISRO and launching the satellite in the 

space for the particular benefits. The benefits which are in the field of the medical, agriculture etc. After reaching 

the space the satellite can capture the images and we can able to see the image in the computer vision mode. But 

due to the atmospheric condition the images gets affected by the snow, fog etc. These particles can circulate in the 

air. During the time of light illumination the images get scattered by the particles in the air. It can affect the quality 

of the image they can’t able to visible image clearly. In this paper they proposes two methods Quad tree subdivision 

and CNN method. They can create the map and the haze affected area is localized. The dehazing can be made by 

the use of the CNN method. The result is fast and accurate. [9]Jenq-Neng Hwang et., al., proposed the atmospheric 

particle present in the air which is the main reason for the cause of the snow or haze when a take image in the open 

area. The learning based removal of the snow or haze by using the characteristics whether it is transparent or 

opaque. In before the removal of the snow or haze is made by hand crafted, it is difficult to clear the haze in the 

image. The snow or haze removal can follow the different attributes which is size, shape. In this paper they 

proposes the network for the removal of the haze or snow, Dues now Net network it can differentiate the particle 

in the images based upon the opaque and the transparent characteristics of the nature. This network is more 

effective for the free of the haze or snow and increase the clarity of the image. Experiments carried out for the 

performance of the particle removal using the network method with the 1000 images in the dataset. [10]  

 

III. PROPSED METHOD OF IMAGE TO IMAGE SINGLE IMAGE DEHAZZING 

WITH ATMOSPHERIC ILLUMINATION PRIOR 

 In this paper they mainly propose the haze removal in the images. Weather conditions can affect the quality 

of the images. The parameters such as moist, fog, snow etc., these can affect the quality of the image. The dehazing 

method is done in this paper by using the convolution neural network algorithm CNN. The haze affected region is 

localized and the decomposition and the separation of the pixels is made. BY implementing the CNN the haze can 

be removed. The color channel is also used to control the luminance of the images. By using we can able to get a 

clarity and quality images. This method is highly effective and accurate. 
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The PSNR block computes the height signal -to-noise ratio in decibels, between images. This ratio is used as 

a nice size among the unique and compressed photo . The better the PSNR , the better the first-rate of the 

compressed ,or reconstructed photograph. 

The suggest-square blunders (MSE) and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) are used to examine 

photograph compression nice . The MSE represents the cumulative squared error between the compressed and the 

unique image,whereasPSNRrepresentsmeasureoftheheighterror.  

To compute the PSNR, the block first calculates the imply squared mistakes the usage of the following equation: 

MSE=[I1(m,n)-I2(m,n)]/M*N 

Inside the previous equation, M and N are the range of rows and columns within the input pictures .Then the block 

computesthePSNRtheusageofthefollowingequation: 

PSNR=10log10(r^2/MSE) 

Inside the preceding equation, R is the most fluctuation in the enter image records kind. for instance, if the input 

photo has a double precision floating point data kind, then R is 1. If it as an 8-Bit un-signal integer  and kind R in 

255.soforth.  

Extraordinary procedures exit for computing the PSNR of a coloration image. due to the fact the human eye is 

most sensitive to luma statistics, you can compute the PSNR for shade photos by way of converting the photo to a 

color area that separates the depth(luma) channel, together with YCbCr. The Y(luma), YCbCr represents a 

weighted common of R,G and B. G is given the most weight again due to the fact the human eye perceives it most 

without problems. Compute the PSNR simplest at the luma channel.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Atmospheric Dehazing 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

Here the concept of removing the natural atmospheric noise are been taken into account. The natural 

atmospheric noise creates less accuracy in the output image so sure this has to be eradicated. Here we propose an 

algorithm called Image De-raining Conditional Generative Adversarial Network (ID-CGAN), which helps in 

removing of atmospheric noise in a better way than the previous existing methods. The input images are given 
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which is having high atmospheric haze in it. So this image is been processed by our own algorithm which gives 

high accuracy in output. 

 

Figure 2: this image is being processed by our own algorithm which gives high accuracy in 

 

(a) the original non-rain image (ground-truth) ;(b) the rain image of (a);(c) the rain-removed version of (b) via the 

bilateral filter [11] (VIF = 0.31);  

(d) the HF part of (b);  

(e) the rain sub-dictionary for (d);  

(f) the geometric sub-dictionary for (d);  

(g) the rain component of (d);  

(h) the geometric component of (d);  

(i) the rain-removed version of (b) via the proposed method (VIF = 0.53);  

(j) the rain-removed version of (b) via the proposed method with extended dictionary 

(VIF = 0.57); and  

(k) the rain-removed version of (b) via the K-SVD-based denoising [16] (VIF = 0.51). 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The main aim of our project is to build a high accuracy algorithm for removing the atmospheric haze which 

causes less accuracy in the output. We have proposed an algorithm called Image De-raining Conditional Generative 

Adversarial Network (ID-CGAN) which works in neural network base and gives us high accuracy by removing 

the atmospheric noise in the given input haze image 
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